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Components
1.5 seater
(1 units)

3 seater
(2 unist) 

5 seater
(1 units)

x1 x1 x1Main BaseA

x1x1 x2Sub BaseB

x6x4 x8LegsC

x2x1 x3BackrestD

x2x2 x2ArmrestE

x2x1 x3Seat CushionF

x2x1 x3Back CushionG

x2x1 x3Seat Cushion
CoverH

x2x1 x3Back Cushion
CoverI

x2x2 x2Scatter CushionJ

You can watch the installation video
 by scanning  the QR.

Assembly is easier with 2 people.

Do not throw away packaging, as you
will  need to use it if you decide to 
return  your Cozmo sofa.
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Sofa parts
1.5 seater (1 unit)

Sofa parts
5 seater (3 units)
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Begin with laying the bases upside down, so that
the metal brackets are on the top.

Screw all legs into the metal brackets.

Prepare
the bases 
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Carefully turn the bases over so they are standing on their 
legs. 

Note:
If you are assembling the 1.5 seater, skip to stage 3.
If you are assembling the 5 seater, you need to connect 2 
sub bases.

Make sure the diagonal fronts are facing the same way. 
Position the bases as in the illustration, making sure the metal 
connectors facing each other in the middle are the opposite 
types (ref image).

Connect the sub base (2-legged) to the main base (4-legged) 
by lifting it, tilting it 45 degrees and slowly guiding the metal 
connectors towards each other.
We recommend doing this part with two people (ref image 
of enlarged connector). Once the top pins of the metal 
connectors are in place, slowly lower the sub base to the 
ground. At this point you should hear a click sound meaning 
the bases are secured.

Gently lift from the bottom between the units to secure the 
connection (ref image). 

Connect
the bases 

Note:
If for some reason you were unable to 
connect the bases, then refer to page 22 to 
realease the connector and start again.

2
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Lift and tilt the armrest over the base and 
slowly guide the metal connectors towards 
each other. 

Once the top pins of the metal connectors 
are in place, slowly bring the armrest to a 
vertical position.

At this point you should hear a click sound 
meaning the arms are secured. Repeat for 
the second arm.

Connect
the armrest 3
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Position the backrest by inserting the bars into 
their slots and pushing down as far as they can go.
Do the same for the other side. 

Note:
It is normal to feel a slight movement in the 
backrest.

Insert the
backrests 4
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Note:
Jackets could be wrinkled at the beginning, but 
should look perfect after a few days.

Insert the seat cushions into the jackets (the one 
with the zipper), with the flat foam on the bottom of 
the jacket and feather pockets on the top and in the 
front.
Make sure all corners of the cushion have reached 
the edges of the jackets. Once the cushion is 
properly inserted, you can zip up the jackets. 

Insert the back cushion into the internal envelope 
of the back jacket. Make sure all corners of the 
cushion have reached the edges of the jacket. 

Dressing
the cushions 5
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Place the back cushion over the backrest with the 
feather filling at the front. Gradually pull it down 
rotating from both sides, to prevent too much 
stress on the cover. In order for the back cushion to 
fit perfectly, you may need to stroke the cushion in 
the direction you want it to move. The back cushion 
looks best when the webbing runs along the top 
line of the backrest.
Once in place, you can fasten the Velcro tightly 
under the base (ref image). 

Place the
back cushions 6
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Position the front of the seat cushion in line with 
the front of the base and then slowly push the seat 
cushion down underneath the backrest.
The sofa looks best when the seat cushion is 
positioned slightly over the edge of the base. 

Position the
 seat cushions7
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Position the side cushions, plump your sofa to make 
perfect, sit back, relax and enjoy your new Cozmo. 

Last
step8
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Should you need to dismantle your sofa, carry out the 
assembly instructions in reverse order.
To disconnect the arms and the bases, you need 
to push down on the metal button on the top of the 
bracket with force (it's recommended to use both 
thumbs to apply pressure). You will hear a click sound 
once it is released, and at this point you can tilt it in 45 
degrees and disconnect the part. 

 Dismantling
 your cozmo
sofa

Contact
Have a question, comment, or suggestion? Just want to say hi? 

           hello@mycozmo.com 
         MYCOZMO.COM




